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Visual Storyteller. Awareness Igniter. Soul Booster.

L

earn about Lorie’s techniques to help you become the Hero and the
Author of your own life story for getting “un-stuck” and experiencing
self-discovery and personal growth.

In this episode, I had the pleasure of interviewing Lorie Marsh, Writer.
Speaker. Visual Storyteller. Awareness Igniter. Soul Booster. Her mission is
to show how to use your story to tap into your inner wisdom and move you
forward on your path with more clarity, focus, and purpose.
After two decades in indie film, theater, multi-platform narratives, and
“script doctoring,” Lorie Marsh is steeped in Storytelling. Everything is a
story to her. She developed her self-inquiry framework from a personal
need, “I found myself at an undeniable dead end on a path I’d hacked at for
almost 20 years. It was scary and overwhelming to feel I was in a free fall,
having no ‘map’ anymore for myself. I came to realize, though, that I could
find my way back to center by using the skills I’d developed over all those
years: I needed to review my life as the epic story it is, and I’d find my
answers.” She writes, speaks, and creates workshops to guide others from
their day-to-day Hero views to their higher level Creator/Author perspective
in order to tap their inner wisdom, find center and focus, and map out their
next chapters in purposeful ways.
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LIMITED TIME OFFER FOR NWI PODCAST LISTENERS APRIL 16 - MAY 11, 2018:
Hi there! From Caroline Carlson’s podcast chat with me, you may have gathered that
I love catalyzing A Ha! Moments of clarity and purpose for multidisciplinary, creative,
entrepreneurial types. I especially like to do this as a presenter, panelist, or workshop
facilitator, and if you’re in the market for one, please do give me a shout!
In fact, if you contact me between April 16 - May 11, 2018 and book me for a podcast
interview, to participate on or moderate a conference panel, or to present a keynote or
workshop, I’m inspired to offer a bonus one-on-one Soul Expression session of 60 minutes
($90 value). I’m open to considering unpaid bookings, if my schedule accommodates them.
During the Soul Expression session, I’ll introduce you to viewing your life as the epic story
it is and share with you wondrously-made worksheets I’ve created.e Use the resulting
insights to map your next step(s) forward with a greater sense of purpose and clarity.
To start the process, simply click here to book a free Discovery Chat with me by May 11,
2018, and we’ll explore whether we’re a potential fit for each other! If we set up a booking,
we’ll also set up a one-on-one session.
Lorie Marsh’s Website
Lorie Marsh’s online newsletter
Link to join Lorie Marsh’s private Facebook group
Lorie Marsh on Instagram
Lorie Marsh on Pinterest
Lorie Marsh on LinkedIn
Michael Singer Book: The Untethered Soul
Dara Marks Website

